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Taiwan Economic Journal Adopts NeoSapphire All-Flash Array
8.5x Performance Improvement for Financial Big Data Analytics
“Thanks to the high performance
of AccelStor’s all-flash storage
solution, the deep computing
time is shortened significantly
from 17 days to just 2 days, which
not only maximizes our operational
efficiency but also helps deliver a
consistent high-quality experience
for our customers.”
Peter Young,
Director of Information Technology,
Taiwan Economic Journal
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Figure 1：Architectural Diagram of TEJ’s system after adopting
AccelStor’s NeoSapphire 3605
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As the time required to analyze data
has be e n re duced, t h e e qu i pm e n t
performance and operational efficiency
have been greatly improved. After
u p g rading its infr a s t r u c t u r e w i t h
NeoSapphire 3605 all-flash array, TEJ
saw a significant increase in equipment
utilization

and
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AccelStor’s
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technical

timely

and

first-rate technical support during the
deployment of the NeoSapphire 3605.
The entire installation and configuration
were quite smooth. After introducing
NeoSapphire 3605, we see a substantial
improvement in the performance and
stability of TEJ system. " said Peter
Young, Director of Information Technology,
Taiwan Economic Journal.

Accomplishments
Upgrading TEJ infrastructure with
high-performance storage
8.5x performance improvement for
financial data analytics
Stable system platform with robust
data protection
Easy and flexible deployment
C o mp let e a nd t i mely t ech nical
support

new

equipment.

Conclusion
With the rapid development of economy

Products Introduced
NeoSapphire 3605 All-Flash Array

and information technology, the
financial and investment industry has
gradually moved towards data-driven
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